Long-Range Chirality Recognition of a Polar Molecule on Au(111).
Chiral molecular self-assemblies were usually achieved using short-range intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen-, metal-organic, and covalent bonding. However, unavoidable surface defects, such as step edges, surface reconstructions, or site dislocations may limit the applicability of short-range chirality recognition. Long-range chirality recognition on surfaces would be an appealing but challenging strategy for chiral reservation across surface defects at long distances. Now, long-range chirality recognition is presented between neighboring 3-bromo-naphthalen-2-ol (BNOL) stripes on an inert Au(111) surface across the herringbone reconstruction as investigated by STM and DFT calculations. The key to achieving such recognition is the herringbone reconstruction-induced local dipole accumulation at the edges of the BNOL stripes. The neighboring stripes are then forced to adopt the same chirality to create the opposite edged dipoles and neutralize the neighbored dipole moments.